
Owls class (y2) 

 

 Friday 17th March 2023:  This week we have been… 
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 Using the strategies we have built up over the start of this term, we have written a fact 

file about Queen Elizabeth I. We have individually completed a reading booklet and we 

edited our story hunt recounts from last week by improving our punctuation, spelling and 

vocabulary choices. 

Spelling focus:   Our spelling  this week has been adding ‘a’ before ‘l’ or ‘ll: 

 all,  ball,  walk,  call,  talk,  always,  fall,  small,  also,  bald. 
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   Fractions  

 We have started the new topic of fractions learning about equal parts, how to recognise a 

half and how to find a half. 

We have also independently completed a maths booklet. 

    

 

 RE – We started to learn about Salvation in Christianity by considering the question: 
What are the stories that Jesus tell about Christians at Easter? 

 Science – We learnt about the importance of eating lots of different kinds of food. 

 History – Continuing with our Kings and Queens topic we learnt about what life was 

like in Tudor Britain. 

 Art – We drew and coloured a realistic daffodil. 

 Computing – we completed a class survey on our favourite mini beasts and then 

transferred this information to a pictogram using the computer software ‘2Simple’. 

 Music – we continued with our song about mini-beasts focusing on rhythm and 

articulation. 

 PE- We learnt the basic putting technique in golf and worked on our balances and 

jumping technique using low level equipment. 
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 Our PE days will stay as Mondays and Thursdays for this term so children 
should come dressed in PE kits with trainers, tracksuit bottoms and 
hoodies/school jumpers on these days. 

 MyMaths and Spelling Shed tasks have been set. 

 Next Friday is a non-school uniform day organised by the PTA to help raise 
money for the church’s heating. There will be a cake sale after school on this 
day to help raise money too. 

 As a school we celebrated International Maths Day on Tuesday. Owls class went 
on a maths scavenger hunt. 

 


